5:42 pm 13-Sep-12

Computer Science - Technology

He learned to do data analysis.

Started log analysis of logs
End of 2010, January 2011
He found the download

Can force by IP & port
Can get down to milliseconds -
IP address
User agent: Software program the user
is using to harvest the data
He can tell how many PDF's
User Agents to download
IP Address
Duration of session or user visit
User agent: Web browser, scripting language -
Rather than a browser - "CURL"
Guess: suspect Perl was the language

Curl/7.19.7 - used

6:30 pm
6th October

Cost explaining

Annex Document

Report No 2

MPT's relationship with JSTAC

What is the value of JSTAC subscription?

1992 Start of TAC

Subscriber

$425.00 + plus to three

$65.00 per year fee

Eight collections per year

I still owe for issue

Archival Capital Fee

1st Fee

Total: The Membership is not
was there
was there

"Direction followed is to install a camera.

Saw cable going into netbook with an external storage device attached under a box.

The netbook was never touched - never

Pocket shifting - doesn't remember

Does not remember telling to install camera nor does he normally do camera install.

End. 9:55 pm
How does the network pick up

? Can NAT tell if used to

= There were with occasions when
AS did not use DHCP to obtain
IP addresses.

SH: Can you tell if DHCP gave an IP?

6.2.4.0
2.2.4.0
No DHCP records in Nov 2010

SH: 11/22 -> 12/26 was used.

23rd
Has some soft logs
Fallout dates of logs

SH: Which days we have DHCP logs?
Send to for distribution.

Linux can set up

SH: When you look for IP ending .240

Fnd it by using ARP Table
which is a MAP for MAC Addresses & IPs
Address Resolution Protocol = ARP

ARP Table is what used to find the IP address using -240 & matched the MAC Address.

MAC Addresses are used in local networks IP's used on Internet.
Jan 3 2013

Stephen Heyman

SH begins by stating of case/expense to
be witness on 1-25-13 for mistrial
And Trial for 7-1-13 - Middle 6
End of week 1 of Trial

MR -> Tell [b](b)(b) [T](C)
That he didn't do anything wrong
Tell him to Rephrase the question.
He has your fear if jury for Trial
and Judge for hearing.

[= Answer] Sand Traffic between
have others for a few minutes.

Answer: E. Can

[= Asked] [b](b)(b) [T](C)
Explains the testimony function

[= Starts]

[b](b)(b) [T](C)
SH: What are the internal rules of the company?

What is the process for new hires?

If it is new, is the new hire process handled?

Yes, it is.

SH: What can be enforced?

The 14 Day Rule was enforced.

What is the new hire process like?

They responded to incident reports in their event occurred that was reported to them.